Abstract: We present a selection method designed for eliminating species redundancy in clusters of putative orthologous sequences, to be applied as a post-processing procedure to pre-clustered data obtained from other methods. The algorithm can always zero-out the cluster redundancy while preserving the number of species of the original cluster
INTRODUCTION
Protein sequences are defined as orthologous if they are separated by a speciation event: if a gene exists in a species, and that species diverges into two species, then the divergent copies of this gene in the resulting species are orthologous. Sequence orthology usually implies a common sequence function [1] , and clustering of protein sequences to find orthologous chains is an essential step of comparative genomics.
All the clustering methods start with an all-against-all pairwise protein sequence similarity search. From this set of alignments, clusters are then built according to criteria such as merging triangles on the bidirectional-best-hit graph when they share a common side [2] , graph-contraction hierarchical clustering [3] [4] , Markov Chain Clustering [5] [6] , normalizedcut graph partitioning [7] , clustering that takes into accounts the known phylogenetic data [8] [9] [10] . Each cluster obtained should ideally contain a set of orthologous proteins that share a common function. This relation automatically yields a number of useful functional predictions for poorly characterized genomes.
According to the definition of orthology, at most one sequence for each species should be present for each cluster of putative orthologs (CPO), but unfortunately this is not always the case: most of the methods described in the literature, to some extent, generate clusters that contain more than a sequence per organism (they contain paralogs). Distinguishing between orthologs and paralogs has biological value, since only the orthologs are likely to show conserved function across different species. In this paper, we propose a procedure to help in separating orthologs and paralogs, starting from the results generated by the already-established methods. This procedure is designed to extract subclusters that do not have species redundancy and, at the same time, preserve the maximal similarity, in terms of the original adopted metric, among the selected sequences. Moreover, we designed our algorithm to be fast. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rainbow Prim Algorithm
The algorithm we proposed is based on a modification of the original Prim algorithm [11] . It looks for a minimum spanning tree (MST) embedded in the graph that describes the distances between the protein sequences belonging to a CPO, with an added condition that the set of the final vertices must contain only one type of "color" (or species), like in a rainbow (from this we derive its name of Rainbow Prim). In this way we guarantee that the final MST will represent a subset of the original cluster, where each organism is uniquely represented. The algorithm returns the smallestweight spanning tree among the maximum-cardinality spanning trees found.
In order to increase the searching space of the Rainbow Prim, we apply the algorithm starting from all vertices whose color is not unique in the graph (all protein chains in the cluster whose originating specie is not uniquely represented) and the output we consider is the tree with the lowest weight among those of maximum cardinality generated by the algorithm; this set of vertices represents our new cluster.
The algorithm is completely deterministic and thus always gives a unique tree.
Rainbow Prim is a greedy algorithm that at each iteration optimizes the choice regardless to previous choices ("doing the best locally"). Although in general, greedy algorithms do not guarantee to find the optimal solution of a given problem, they are fast. Furthermore, the problem under examination, that is selecting K nodes in a graph in such a way that their spanning tree is minimal (minimal K-spanning tree) has NP complexity [12] , and thus the only known method that guarantees the finding of the optimal solution is the complete enumeration, whose time requirement grows exponentially. Using a binary heap data structure and an adjacency list representation, Rainbow Prim's algorithm can be shown to run in time which is O((V-K)E log V) where E is the number of edges, K is be the number of colors/species in the cluster, and V is the number of vertices. Even more time-consuming than complete enumeration of the K-spanning trees would be to use methods based on computational phylogenetics, such as finding the lowest-weight K-leaves neighbore-joining tree, that will require the evaluation of O(K N/K ) different phylogenetic trees, where K is the number of species and N is the cardinality of the considered ensemble.
Rainbow Prim Algorithm Pseudo Code
Rainbow Prim starts with a single vertex of graph G and at each iteration adds to the current tree a minimum-weight edge that does not complete a cycle. The following is a pseudo code version of Rainbow Prim algorithm.
If (x,y) is an edge in G = (V,E) then w(x,y) is its weight, otherwise w(x,y) = . The starting vertex is s. 
Rainbow Prim Testing
Since Rainbow Prim by construction guarantees the complete removal of the redundancy from any cluster, it becomes interesting to evaluate the performance in terms of "missing species" with respect to the original ensemble. In other words, if the original CPO contains Np proteins divided into Ns species (with Np>Ns), after the run of Rainbow-Prim we obtain a tree that consists of NRp proteins. By construction, NRp is also the number of species kept into the set. However, Rainbow-Prim does not guarantee that NRp is equal to the original number of the species into the starting CPO (Ns). We can quantify the original redundancy as R(original)=Np/Ns where Np is the number of proteins and Ns is the number of species, and the fraction of missing species as R(rainbow prim)= NRp/Ns, where Nrp is the number of proteins left after the Rainbow Prim.
Data Set
We started using the DomClust COG03 data set [3, 13] comprising 4813 different clusters from 66 bacterial genomes. We chose this data set as our starting point, because the author already used it as a benchmark to measure, among other features, the ability of some methods to produce redundancy-free clusters (see Table 2 of Ref. [3] ). However, we excluded from our analysis all the clusters that have the following characteristics:
• perfectly non-redundant; in this group of 1724 CPOs, for each cluster the number of species matches the number of contained proteins. There CPOs truly represent the perfect definition of Cluster of Orthologous sequences, thus, no further processing is necessary.
• unconnected CPOs (399); in this case, each cluster cannot be represented as a connected graph (but as a forest). In this case, it is clearly impossible to define a spanning tree.
• clusters containing multidomain proteins that are represented using two different nodes in the cluster, one for each domain (79).
After this filtering procedure, we ended up with a working set that consists of 2611 redundant clusters. On this set, each cluster is represented as a colored weighted graph where each protein is represented by a vertex, and whose "color" represents the species to which the protein belongs. The weight of the edges represent the distance between two protein sequences and the value is taken as a function of the BlastP [14] E-value. In particular, the distance measure, described in ref [3] , is taken as symmetrical and is computed as:
where:
dist(X,Y)=E lxly10 -5 E: Blastp E-value calculated using a fixed search space size of 10 9 lx,ly: length of the aligned portions of the query and of the hit As we can see from Fig. (1) , where R(original) and R(Rainbow Prim) are plotted for each CPO in our working set, the Rainbow-Prim performance is quite good and in 2607 out of 2611 cases (99.8%) it reaches the complete coverage of the all available species (a value of one in the graph shown in Fig. 1) , while at the same time it completely eliminates the corresponding CPO redundancy. It is worth noticing that, for the few cases where the complete coverage was not achieved, the problem is due to the fact that the underlying graph has a structure of a "bipartite graph". In particular, even though both partitions contain redundant colors, it is not possible to build a tree that spanned the missing species separated into the two partitions at the same time (e.g. see Fig. 2 ). Fig. (2) . An example of a CPO where Rainbow Prim cannot achieve complete species coverage. Either species ABCD or ABCE may be part of the same spanning tree.
Comparison with Another Simple Greedy Strategy
We also compared Rainbow Prim to another very simple greedy selection scheme that guarantees redundancy elimination, called Rainbow Simple. The following is a pseudo code version of Rainbow Simple algorithm. It turns out that the Rainbow_Simple procedure does not guarantee that the resulting subset of selected elements are still connected by bidirectional best hit relationship (the resulting graph is not a connected component of the original one). In our DomClust test set, it fails in 199 cases out of 2611 (4.6%), but, more importantly, when it succeeds, it always produces trees with higher (or at best equal) weights than Rainbow Prim, as shown in Fig. (3) .
CONCLUSION
In the present version, Rainbow Prim does not offer a complete recipe to generate clusters of orthologous sequences starting from whole genomes. However, due to its speed, performance, and ease of implementation, we think that it can be a useful post-processing addition to most of the ortholog clustering methods already established.
